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Abstract

Recent graph-based face clustering methods predict the
connectivity of enormous edges, including false positive
edges that link nodes with different classes. However, those
false positive edges, which connect negative node pairs,
have the risk of integration of different clusters when their
connectivity is incorrectly estimated. This paper proposes a
novel face clustering method to address this problem. The
proposed clustering method employs density-based cluster-
ing, which maintains edges that have higher density. For
this purpose, we propose a reliable density estimation algo-
rithm based on local connectivity between K nearest neigh-
bors (KNN). We effectively exclude negative pairs from the
KNN graph based on the reliable density while maintaining
sufficient positive pairs. Furthermore, we develop a pair-
wise connectivity estimation network to predict the connec-
tivity of the selected edges. Experimental results demon-
strate that the proposed clustering method significantly out-
performs the state-of-the-art clustering methods on large-
scale face clustering datasets and fashion image clustering
datasets. Our code is available at https://github.
com/illian01/LCE-PCENet

1. Introduction

Recently, with the release of large labeled face image
datasets [7, 9, 10], there are great progresses of face recog-
nition [4, 13, 14, 22]. These data-driven approaches still de-
mand massive annotated face data for improving face recog-
nition models. Face clustering, which aims to divide enor-
mous face images into different clusters, is essential to re-
duce annotation costs. Also, face clustering can be used in
real-world applications, including photo management and
organization of large-scale face images in social media, as
well as data collection.

Traditional clustering methods such as K-Means [16]
and DBSCAN [5] do not require training steps, but they
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depend on specific conditions on data distributions and
are sensitive to hyper-parameters. Also, they work well
on small scale-data but are vulnerable to large-scale data.
Thus, they are not effective to face image data, which con-
tains large-scale images and diverse distributions in general.
Recent researches [2,6,12,17,19,24,26] construct the KNN
graph and estimate the connectivity between nodes using
deep neural networks with supervised-learning, where the
connectivity represents the probability whether two nodes
belong to the same cluster. For instance, in [19, 24], graph
convolution networks (GCNs) are employed to estimate the
connectivity between nodes linked with edges in the KNN
graph. Also, the transformer [21] is adopted to exploit
the relationship among K nearest neighbors and estimate
the connectivity between neighbor nodes [17]. Thus, these
methods [17,19,24] estimate the connectivity between most
edges in the KNN graph, including many false positive
edges, which link nodes with different classes (negative
pairs). However, clustering performance is significantly de-
graded when the connectivity between negative pairs is in-
correctly estimated.

Some methods [2,12,26] select a small number of edges
from the KNN graph to exclude negative pairs and perform
classification on the selected pairs only. A GCN-based con-
fidence estimator is designed to select edges that link nodes
with higher confidence [26]. Density-based methods [2,12]
estimate density for each node to choose edges that are di-
rected to cluster centers. They pick only one pair for each
node based on the estimated density and determine whether
each pair belongs to the same cluster through pairwise clas-
sification. They achieve high precision performance by re-
ducing negative pairs for classification candidates, but a
small number of classification candidates yield relatively
low recall performance.

Due to the imperfection of the pairwise classification, the
more negative pairs are selected as classification candidates,
the more nodes with different classes are likely to be merged
in the clustering process. On the other hand, insufficient
positive pairs may degrade recall scores since some nodes
that belong to the same class cannot be merged. Thus, it is
essential to reduce negative pairs while maintaining suffi-
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cient positive pairs as the pairwise classification candidates
for high clustering performance.

In this paper, we propose a novel density estimation
method that explores the local connectivity and similarity
between K nearest neighbors. First, we construct a KNN
graph, where each face image becomes a node, based on the
cosine similarity between nodes. Then, we develop a lo-
cal connectivity estimation network (LCENet), which takes
the features of each node and its K nearest neighbors as
an input and provides the local connectivity probability be-
tween the pivot node and its K nearest neighbors. We then
combine the local connectivity and similarity to estimate
the reliable density. We refine the KNN graph based on
the node density by selecting edges toward cluster centers
to exclude false positive edges from the KNN graph. In the
graph refinement, we perform density-based and similarity-
based edge selection to reduce negative pairs while increas-
ing positive pairs. Given the reconstructed graph, we de-
velop a pairwise connectivity estimation network (PCENet)
based on intra-class and inter-class similarities to determine
whether or not two linked nodes belong to the same clus-
ter. Finally, we employ the bread-first search (BFS) to ob-
tain clustering results. Experimental results demonstrate
that the proposed clustering method significantly outper-
forms the state-of-the-art clustering methods on large-scale
face clustering dataset [7, 25] and fashion image clustering
dataset [15].

To summarize, this work has three main contributions.

• We develop LCENet to compute the reliable node den-
sity, which effectively excludes negative pairs from
the KNN graph while maintaining sufficient positive
pairs.

• We design PCENet based on intra-class and inter-
class similarities to effectively determine whether two
linked nodes belong to the same cluster.

• The proposed clustering method outperforms the state-
of-the-arts significantly on various datasets [7, 15, 25].

2. Related Work
Traditional Unsupervised Clustering: Traditional unsu-
pervised clustering methods such as K-Means [16] and DB-
SCAN [5] have assumptions about data distribution. K-
Means assumes all clusters have sphere shape distributions,
while DBSCAN supposes that clusters have similar density.
Since these assumptions are not suitable for complex real-
world data, hierarchical approaches have been studied to be
robust on complex distributions. Lin et al. [11] proposed
the proximity-aware hierarchical clustering, and Zhu et al.
[30] proposed the rank-order distance, which can replace
the fore-used distance metrics. However, these traditional
methods fail to provide satisfactory performance on large-
scale data.

Supervised Face Clustering: Recent face clustering meth-
ods [2,6,12,17–19,24,27,29] employ supervised manners to
achieve the high clustering performance on large-scale face
data. Though they are based on supervised manner in train-
ing phases, they aim at grouping unknown face data whose
identities are unseen during training. Thus, in the inference
phases, test data has no prior identity information.

Zhan et al. [29] generated and aggregated multi-view in-
formation to find node pairs, which have reliable edges, and
refined the edges using a multi-layer perceptron classifier.
Otto et al. [18] designed an efficient framework based on
K nearest neighbors to achieve lower computational com-
plexity than exploring entire graph edges. Wang et al. [24]
extracted sub-graphs, whose center is a pivot node, and
estimated linkage-probability between nodes. Then, they
found edge connections by applying a dynamic threshold
to linkage probability. Shen et al. [19] estimated KNN
edges using the network, which is trained with a novel
structure-preserve subgraph sampling strategy, and refined
those graphs based on the node intimacy concept. Nguyen
et al. [17] also used subgraphs, which contain KNN nodes
for a pivot, and predicted the relationship between the pivot
and the neighbors. Liu et al. [12] sampled a small number
of pairs from KNN graph and developed the pairwise clas-
sification model to classify the sampled pairs into positive
or negative.

To exploit the context of the graph, recent face clus-
tering methods have adopted graph convolution networks
(GCNs). Inspired by object detection frameworks, Yang et
al. [27] developed two GCN models for proposal clusters
scoring network and outlier node classifier network. Some
methods [19, 24] used multiple layers of graph convolu-
tion to predict links on a subgraph or entire graph. Yang
et al. [26] have two networks, GCN-V and GCN-E, which
predict node confidence for each node and classify edges
from the candidate set. Guo et al. [6] constructed a density-
aware graph and used GCNs to exploit the local context of
nodes. Also, transformer architectures [21] are employed
for face clustering [2, 17] to aggregate features of KNN for
each node.

3. Methodology

Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed clustering
method. Given a KNN graph, a local connectivity esti-
mation network (LCENet) produces the local connectiv-
ity for each node, and reliable node density is estimated
based on the local connectivity. Then, density-based and
similarity-based edge selection are performed to exclude
negative pairs from the KNN graph while boosting positive
pairs. Finally, a pairwise connectivity network (PCENet)
determines whether the selected node pair belong to the
same cluster.
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed clustering method.

3.1. KNN Graph Construction

Given the set of N face images X = {xi}Ni=1, there is the
corresponding face feature set F = {fi}Ni=1, where fi ∈ RD

is a feature vector with D dimension for xi, extracted from
trained CNNs. Based on the cosine similarity between face
features, we form a KNN graph G = (V, E), where the
node set V consists of face image data X and each node xi

is connected to its K nearest neighbors with edges in the
edge set E . Also, let Ni denote the index set of K nearest
neighbors of the node xi. Let A ∈ RN×N be an affinity ma-
trix, in which the (i, j)th element aij is the affinity between
xi and xj , which is given by

aij =

{
fi·fj

∥fi∥2×∥fj∥2
j ∈ Ni,

0 otherwise.
(1)

3.2. Local Connectivity-based Node Density

Given the KNN graph G, where each node has K edges,
it is inefficient to estimate the connectivity of all K pairs
for each node since there are KN test pairs. Also, nodes
on the boundary among different clusters are connected to
neighbors with some false positive edges, where those false
positive edges are likely to be assigned incorrect connectiv-
ity. For instance, in Figure 2(a), the node xi has some false
positive edges, which link xi to neighbors that belong to the
different cluster, but have similar features to xi. If one of
those false positive edges is assigned the incorrect connec-
tivity by a classification model, two clusters are integrated,
which degrades the clustering performance significantly. To
address this problem, we select optimal pairs for each node
and perform pairwise connectivity estimation to determine
whether the selected pairs belong to the same cluster.

To select the optimal pairs for each node, we adopt the
concept of node density [2,6,12,26], which links each node
to the neighbor node with higher density, with an assump-
tion that the node and its neighbors with higher density have
the high probability of being the same cluster. The ex-
isting density-based clustering methods [6, 12] try to pair
each node with a node that is relatively centered on the
cluster. For this purpose, they compute a sum of similar-
ities between a node and its K nearest neighbors to esti-
mate the node density, which represents the measurement
of how much a node is close to the center of the cluster.
However, the similarity-dependent approach is vulnerable
when K nearest neighbors are on boundary among differ-
ent clusters as in Figure 2(a). For instance, the node xj

has high similarities with its neighbors, even though they
belong to different classes. To this end, as in Figure 2(b),
xj is assigned the high density by the similarity-dependent
approach, and thus the pair of xi and xj are likely to be
selected for the pairwise connectivity estimation. The con-
nectivity estimation between xi and xj is a hard negative
example since they have similar features, resulting in poor
clustering results. Therefore, reliable density estimation is
essential to pair each node with a more centered node as in
Figure 2(c).
Local Connectivity Estimation Network: We develop the
local connectivity estimation network (LCENet) to predict
connectivity between each node and its K nearest neigh-
bors. We employ the transformer encoder [21] to effec-
tively explore the relationship between each node xi and
its K nearest neighbors, {xj |j ∈ Ni}. As in Figure 3(a),
the transformer encoder consists of 3 identical layers, each
composed of a multi-head attention module and a feed-
forward network. For each node xi, we form a local fea-
ture matrix Fi by stacking fi and {fj |j ∈ Ni}. Here, fi
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Figure 2. Motivation for reliable density estimator.

is positioned at the first row in Fi. We perform the matrix
multiplication to obtain a local affinity matrix Ai = FiF

T
i .

We use the concatenation of Fi and Ai as the input of the
transformer encoder to effectively exploit the relation be-
tween neighboring features. The encoder takes [Fi Ai] and
outputs an aggregated feature matrix F̃i. We copy the ag-
gregated feature for xi, which is positioned at the first row
in F̃i, and concatenate it to each row F̃i along the feature
dimension. Then, the concatenated matrix passes through a
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to estimate the local connec-
tivity cij for all j ∈ Ni, where cij denotes a probability that
xi and xj are in the same cluster.
Training: For training LCENet, we compose the ground-
truth of the local connectivity {c̄ij |j ∈ Ni} for each node
xi. If xi and xj belong to the same class, c̄ij = 1, other-
wise c̄ij = 0. We then train LCENet to minimize a binary-
cross entropy loss between the estimated connectivity cij
and the ground-truth c̄ij . We use all nodes (face images) in
the training set to train LCENet.
Density Computation: For reliable density computation,
we consider both the local connectivity and the feature sim-
ilarity between each node xi and its K nearest neighbors.
For each node xi, we compute a density

di =
∑
j∈Ni

aijcij . (2)

Unlike the existing methods [6, 12], we use the local con-
nectivity cij as well as the feature similarity aij to com-
pute the reliable density. Based on the local connectivity,
nodes on the cluster border can be assigned low density,
even when they have similar neighbor nodes with different
classes.

3.3. Graph Reconstruction via Edge Selection

We reconstruct a graph G̃ = (V, Ẽ), which contains same
nodes with G. The reconstructed edge set Ẽ is composed of
a density-based edge set Ẽd and a similarity-based edge set
Ẽs. The edge set Ẽd is determined by selecting a pair for
each node based on the node density. For each node xi, we
select neighbor nodes that have higher densities than xi to
construct the set

Di = {j|dj > di, j ∈ Ni}. (3)

Among nodes {xj |j ∈ Di}, we select one node that is most
similar to xi, which is given by

j∗ = argmax
j∈Di

aijcij . (4)

Then, xi is connected to xj∗ by an edge in Ẽd. When xi has
no neighbors with higher densities, i.e. Di = ∅, xi is not
connected to any neighbor nodes. We perform this process
for all nodes in V to construct the edge set Ẽd.

Even though we can reduce false positive edges, which
connect negative node pairs, in Ẽd by selecting at most one
edge for each node, it has the limitation that sufficient pos-
itive pairs cannot be selected. These insufficient positive
pairs may yield over-clustered results, resulting in low re-
call performance. To address this problem, we additionally
form the similarity-based edge set Ẽs by connecting xi to
xj , if j ∈ Di and aijcij > τ , where τ is a connecting
threshold.

3.4. Pairwise Connectivity Estimation Network

We design the pairwise connectivity estimation network
(PCENet) to estimate whether two nodes, connected by
edges in Ẽ , are in the same class. Figure 3(b) shows the
structure of the proposed PCENet. Given a pair of con-
nected nodes xi and xj , it yields the pairwise connectivity
pij , which represents the probability that two nodes belong
to the same class. To compare two nodes effectively, we
use all features of their K nearest neighbors. We form fea-
ture matrices Fi ∈ R(K+1)×D and Fj ∈ R(K+1)×D using
respective K nearest neighbor features as done in LCENet.
Notice that fi and fj are located at the first row in Fi and
Fj , respectively. We concatenate two feature matrices as
Fi,j = [FT

i FT
j ]

T ∈ R(2K+2)×D and compute an affinity
matrix Ai,j = Fi,jF

T
i,j , where Ai,j contains both intra-

class similarities (FiF
T
i and FjF

T
j ) and inter-class similar-

ity (FiF
T
j ). We use Ai,j as well as Fi,j since both intra-

class and inter-class similarity scores can reflect whether
two nodes are close in embedding space.

Then, [Fi,j Ai,j ] passes through the transformer en-
coder, which has the same structure as the transformer en-
coder in the local connectivity estimation network, to form
an aggregated feature matrix F̃i,j ∈ R(2K+2)×D. Among
2K + 2 aggregated features in F̃i,j , we pick only two fea-
tures at the first row and K+2th row, which represent aggre-
gated features f̃i and f̃j for xi and xj , respectively. Then,
original features and aggregated features are concatenated
as [fi fj f̃i f̃j ]T , and the concatenated feature is fed into MLP
to analyze the connectivity between nodes xi and xj . Thus,
the pairwise connectivity estimation network estimates the
pairwise relationship pij between nodes xi and xj , repre-
senting the probability that two nodes belong to the same
cluster.
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Figure 3. The structures of (a) LCENet and (b) PCENet.

Training and Inference: We refer to pairs with the same
class and different classes as positive and negative pairs,
respectively. For training PCENet, we collect the ground-
truth positive and negative pairs from the training set. For
positive pairs, we use all combinations of positive pairs in
each class in the training set. For negative pairs, there are
too many negative pairs generated when all nodes in the
training set are used. Therefore, we form a KNN graph
using nodes in the training set and then pick negative pairs
connected in the KNN graph. When xi and xj are posi-
tive pairs, the ground-truth of pairwise connectivity, p̄ij is
assigned 1, otherwise p̄ij = 0. Then, we train PCENet to
minimize a binary-cross entropy loss between pij and p̄ij
for all collected pairs in the KNN graph.

In inference, nodes xi and xj are determined to be in
the same cluster if pij ≥ 0.5. For the efficiency, only pairs
connected by edges in Ẽd are classified by PCENet, whereas
nodes in each pair in Ẽs are automatically decided that they
share the same cluster. Finally, we employ BFS to obtain
clustering results from the sparsely estimated connectivity.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Settings

MS-Celeb-1M: We evaluate the proposed method on the
large-scale face clustering benchmark, MS-Celeb-1M [7],
which contains 100K identities. Since annotations in the
original MS-Celeb-1M is unreliable, we use widely used
ones, refined from ArcFace [4], which contains 5.8M face
images from 86K identities. We follow the training and
test settings in [26], where the dataset is divided into 10
parts with similar sizes. Then, among 10 parts, one part is
used for training, while the other parts are used for the test.
As done in [2, 12, 17, 19, 23, 26], we evaluate the proposed
method on 5 different sizes of test sets from 1, 3, 5, 7, and
9 parts, resulting in 584K (8.57K), 1.74M (25.7K), 2.89M
(42.9K), 4.05M (60.0K), and 5.21M (77.2K) images (iden-

tities), respectively.
IJB-B: We also evaluate the proposed clustering method
on another face clustering benchmark, called IJB-B [25].
As in the setting in the existing face clustering meth-
ods [6,12,24], we train LCENet and PCENet using 5K iden-
tities and 200K samples in the CASIA [28] dataset, and test
the proposed method on three subtasks in IJB-B, referred as
F512, F1024, F1845. The three subtasks have 512, 1,024, and
1,845 identities with 18,171, 36,474, and 68,195 images, re-
spectively.
DeepFashion: To demonstrate the generalization and the
effectiveness of the proposed clustering method, we per-
form experiments on the DeepFashion [15] dataset, which
contains a large number of fashion images. For the fair
comparison, we follow the same settings with the existing
clustering methods [2,12,23,26], where the training set has
25,752 images from 3,997 categories, and the testing set
has 26,960 images from 3,984 categories. The fashion im-
age clustering on DeepFashion is an open-set problem since
there is no overlap between training and test categories.
Metrics: For quantitative evaluation, we adopt two popular
metrics: Pairwise F-scores and BCubed F-scores [1]. Both
F-scores are measured as the harmonic mean of precision
and recall. We refer Pairwise F-scores and BCubed F-scores
to FP and FB , respectively.
Implementation Details: To construct the KNN affinity
graph, we use K = 80 for MS-Celeb-1M, K = 120 for IJB-
B, and K = 8 for DeepFashion. The connecting threshold
τ is computed by the average of similarities between each
node and its 3 nearest neighbor for each dataset. The multi-
head number is set to 8 for both LCENet and PCENet, and
normalization is used before each multi-head attention and
feed-forward network. MLP in LCENet and PCENet con-
tains three fully-connected layers. Also, following the ex-
isting clustering methods [2, 6, 12, 17, 19, 23, 24, 26, 27], we
use pre-trained features for images in MS-Celeb-1M, CA-
SIA, IJB-B, and DeepFashion, provided by [27], [24], [24]
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Table 1. Comparison of the proposed method with the existing clustering methods on different number of test images in MS-Celeb-1M.
The best results are boldfaced.

Datasets MS-Celeb-1M
584K 1.74M 2.89M 4.05M 5.21M

Methods/ Metrics FP FB FP FB FP FB FP FB FP FB

K-Means [16] 79.21 81.23 73.04 75.20 69.83 72.34 67.90 70.57 66.47 69.42
HAC [20] 70.63 70.46 54.40 69.53 11.08 68.62 01.40 67.69 00.37 66.96

DBSCAN [5] 67.93 67.17 63.41 66.53 52.50 66.26 45.24 44.87 44.94 44.74
ARO [18] 13.60 17.00 08.78 12.42 07.30 10.96 06.86 10.50 06.35 10.01
CDP [29] 75.02 78.70 70.75 75.82 69.51 74.58 68.62 73.62 68.06 72.92

L-GCN [24] 78.68 84.37 75.83 81.61 74.29 80.11 73.70 79.33 72.99 78.60
LTC [27] 85.66 85.52 82.41 83.01 80.32 81.10 78.98 79.84 77.87 78.86

GCN(V+E) [26] 87.93 86.09 84.04 82.84 82.10 81.24 80.45 80.09 79.30 79.25
Clusformer [17] 88.20 87.17 84.60 84.05 82.79 82.30 81.03 80.51 79.91 79.95
STAR-FC [19] 91.97 - 88.28 86.26 86.17 84.13 84.70 82.63 83.46 81.47
Pair-Cls [12] 90.67 89.54 86.91 86.25 85.06 84.55 83.51 83.49 82.41 82.40

Ada-NETS [23] 92.79 91.40 89.33 87.98 87.50 86.03 85.40 84.48 83.99 83.28
Chen et al. [2] 93.22 92.18 90.51 89.43 89.09 88.00 87.93 86.92 86.94 86.06

Ours 94.64 93.36 91.90 90.78 90.27 89.28 88.69 88.15 87.35 87.28

Table 2. Comparison of the proposed method with the existing
clustering methods on IJB-B. The best results are boldfaced.

Datasets IJB-B
F512 F1024 F1845

Methods/Metrics FP FB FP FB FP FB

K-Means [16] - 61.2 - 60.3 - 60.0
DBSCAN [5] - 75.3 - 72.5 - 69.5

ARO [18] - 76.3 - 75.8 - 75.5
L-GCN [24] - 83.3 - 83.3 - 81.4
DANet [6] - 83.4 - 83.3 - 82.8

Pair-Cls [12] 84.4 - 83.3 - 82.7 -
Chen et al. [2] 80.8 79.6 73.2 78.1 59.1 76.7

Ours 93.0 85.1 92.7 85.2 90.8 84.8

and [26], respectively. We use SGD optimizer with momen-
tum 0.9, learning rate 1e-2, and weight decay 1e-4. We use
a single NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPU for both training and
inference.

4.2. Comparison with Clustering Methods

We compare the proposed clustering method with vari-
ous existing clustering methods:

• Traditional clustering: K-Means [16], Density-
Based Spatial Clustering Applications with Noise
(DBSCAN) [5], Hierarchical Agglomerative Clus-
tering (HAC) [20], and Approximate Rank Order
(ARO) [18],

• Learning-based clustering: Consensus-Driven Propa-
gation (CDP) [29], L-GCN [24], Learning to Cluster

Table 3. Comparison of the proposed method with the existing
clustering methods on DeepFashion. The best results are bold-
faced.

Methods Clusters FP FB Time

K-Means [16] 3991 32.86 53.77 573s
HAC [20] 17410 22.54 48.77 112s

DBSCAN [5] 14350 25.07 53.23 2.2s
MeanShift [3] 8435 31.61 56.73 2.2h
Spectral [8] 2504 29.02 46.40 2.1h
ARO [18] 10504 26.03 53.01 6.7s
CDP [29] 6622 28.28 57.83 1.3s

L-GCN [24] 10137 28.85 58.91 23.3s
LTC [27] 9246 29.14 59.11 13.1s

GCN (V+E) [26] 6079 38.47 60.06 18.5s
Pair-Cls [12] 6018 37.67 62.17 0.6s

Ada-NETS [23] - 39.30 61.05 -
Chen et al. [2] 8484 40.91 63.61 4.2s

Ours 8842 41.76 64.56 4.9s

(LTC) [27], GCN (V+E) [26], Clusformer [17], STAR-
FC [19], DANet [6], Pair-Cls [12], Ada-NETS [23],
and Chen et al. [2].

Evaluation on MS-Celeb-1M: Table 1 compares the pro-
posed method with the existing clustering methods on 5 in-
cremental numbers of test images in MS-Celeb-1M. Notice
that the proposed method outperforms all existing clustering
methods significantly, for example, by margins of 1.42 and
1.18 against the state-of-the-art (Chen et al. [2]) in terms of
FP and FB on 584K test images. It is worth pointing out
that the proposed method provides the best scores on large-
scale test images, which indicates that the proposed method
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Table 4. Ablation study on MS-Celeb-1M, IJB-B (F1845), and DeepFashion for the local connectivity.

Datasets MS-Celeb-1M IJB-B DeepFashion
584K 1.74M 2.89M 4.05M 5.21M F1845

Methods/ Metrics FP FB FP FB FP FB FP FB FP FB FP FB FP FB

Similarity (Sim.) 93.61 91.90 90.52 88.75 88.73 87.03 87.17 85.72 85.85 84.70 89.04 83.74 39.69 64.14
Local Connectivity (LC) 94.12 92.61 91.22 89.69 89.66 88.12 87.88 86.88 86.57 85.90 89.27 84.33 39.39 64.04

Sim. + LC 94.64 93.36 91.90 90.78 90.27 89.28 88.69 88.15 87.35 87.28 90.80 84.80 41.76 64.56

Table 5. Ablation study on MS-Celeb-1M (584K) and IJB-B (F1845) according to edge selection strategies.

MS-Celeb-1M (584K) IJB-B (F1845)
BCubed BCubed BCubed BCubed

Sim. LC Ẽd Ẽs Precision Recall FB P.P. N.P. P.P.
P.P.+N.P. Precision Recall FB P.P. N.P. P.P.

P.P.+N.P.

S1 ✓ ✓ 97.58 86.38 91.64 554,448 26,282 95.47% 96.14 70.62 81.43 57,618 9,048 86.43%
S2 ✓ ✓ ✓ 96.66 89.66 93.03 558,304 22,032 96.20% 95.78 72.26 82.38 58,074 8,595 87.11%
S3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 96.65 90.28 93.36 1,529,667 22,847 98.53% 95.78 76.10 84.81 529,543 11,297 97.91%

generalizes well to large test sets compared to other meth-
ods. The proposed method takes 3.1 minutes using a single
GPU to cluster 584K face images in MS-Celeb-1M.
Evaluation on IJB-B: Table 2 shows comparison results of
the proposed method with the existing clustering methods
on the IJB-B dataset. The scores of the existing methods
except [2] are from respective papers. Since Chen et al. [2]
does not provide the clustering scores on IJB-B, we train
their network using the official source code with the default
setting and perform the test on IJB-B using the trained net-
work. The proposed achieves the best performance on three
test sets for both metrics FP and FB . Density-based meth-
ods [2, 12] yield lower scores than the proposed method
since they pick only one pair for each node for classifica-
tion, resulting in low recall scores.
Evaluation on DeepFashion: Table 3 provides comparison
results of the proposed method with the existing methods
on the DeepFashion dataset in terms of FP , FB , and the
running time to perform the clustering. The scores of the
existing algorithms in Table 3 are from [2, 23]. The pro-
posed method provides the best FP and FB scores, which
indicates that the proposed clustering method has more gen-
eralization ability than the other clustering methods. Even
though the proposed method is not faster than Pairwise [12],
it attains a good trade-off between the performance and run-
ning time compared to the existing methods.

4.3. Ablation Study

We conduct the ablation study to validate the efficacy of
the proposed LCENet and PCENet.
Efficacy of LCENet: First, we analyze the efficacy of the
proposed LCENet. In this paper, we propose the density
estimator to select appropriate edges from the KNN graph
to exclude negative pairs. As in (2) and (4), both similarity
(aij) and connectivity (cij) are used to compute the node

density and select edges. Table 4 shows the clustering per-
formance on the MS-Celeb-1M, IJB-B (F1845), and Deep-
Fashion datasets, when only similarity is used, only con-
nectivity is used, and both similarity and connectivity are
used for density estimation and edge selection. We observe
that local connectivity is more effective than similarity for
all datasets. Also, the best performance is obtained when
both similarity and local connectivity are used. This indi-
cates that the proposed LCENet is essential to estimate the
node density and edge selection.

Table 5 compares the numbers of negative pairs (N.P.)
and positive pairs (P.P.), which are selected by three edge
selection strategies, and their performance on MS-Celeb-
1M (584K) and IJB-B (F1845). In the clustering task, neg-
ative pairs may significantly degrade the clustering perfor-
mance when negative pairs are incorrectly determined to be
in the same class by the classification. In contrast, insuf-
ficient positive pairs may degrade recall scores since some
nodes that belong to the same class cannot be merged. Thus,
it is essential to reduce negative pairs while increasing posi-
tive pairs to improve the clustering accuracy. In Table 5, S1

uses only similarity (Sim.) to compute the node density and
takes the edge set Ẽd, while S2 considers both similarity and
local connectivity (LC) for the node density. By comparing
S1 and S2, we observe that S2, which uses local connec-
tivity obtained from LCENet, effectively reduces negative
pairs while boosting positive pairs, resulting in the higher
BCubed recall scores than S1 on MS-Celeb-1M and IJB-B.

Figure 4 visualizes the embedding space, in which the
features of five clusters are depicted as dots in different col-
ors using t-SNE. Negative and positive pairs are depicted
by red and blue arrows, respectively. Figures 4(a) and (b)
show negative and positive pairs, which are selected by
similarity-based density estimation (S1) and (b) the pro-
posed local connectivity-based density estimation (S2), re-
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Table 6. Comparison of PCENet with LCENet on MS-Celeb-1M, IJB-B (F1845), and DeepFashion.

Datasets MS-Celeb-1M IJB-B DeepFashion
584K 1.74M 2.89M 4.05M 5.21M F1845

Methods/ Metrics FP FB FP FB FP FB FP FB FP FB FP FB FP FB

LCENet 92.05 90.69 89.53 88.38 87.74 87.04 85.90 85.94 84.28 85.07 84.89 79.85 25.91 52.69
PCENet 94.64 93.36 91.90 90.78 90.27 89.28 88.69 88.15 87.35 87.28 90.78 84.81 41.76 64.56

Table 7. Ablation study on MS-Celeb-1M according to input combinations of PCENet

Datasets MS-Celeb-1M
584K 1.74M 2.89M 4.05M 5.21M

Combination of Inputs/ Metrics FP FB FP FB FP FB FP FB FP FB

M1 fi, fj 85.66 84.59 82.88 82.81 80.75 81.63 78.64 80.62 76.57 79.70
M2 Fi, Fj 83.35 80.85 77.44 77.29 73.95 75.55 71.50 74.26 68.77 73.29
M3 Fi, Fj , Ai, Aj 93.43 91.88 90.44 88.70 88.69 86.99 87.34 85.68 86.06 84.67
M4 Fi, Fj , FiFj 93.71 92.53 90.68 89.51 88.96 87.75 87.51 86.35 86.19 85.26
M5 Fi, Fj , Ai,j (Ours) 94.64 93.36 91.90 90.78 90.27 89.28 88.69 88.15 87.35 87.28

Positive pair

Negative pair

(a)
Positive pair

Negative pair

(b)

Figure 4. Visualization of negative and positive pairs via (a)
similarity-based density estimation (S1) and (b) the proposed local
connectivity-based density estimation (S2). Negative and positive
are depicted by red and blue arrows.

spectively. We see that five nodes on the cluster bound-
ary are connected to nodes with different classes in Fig-
ure 4(a), whereas only one negative edge is selected in Fig-
ure 4(b). Based on the proposed local connectivity-based
density, even the nodes on the cluster border are faithfully
linked to positive nodes.

Also, in Table 5, S3 denotes the proposed clustering
method, which uses local connectivity-based density and
both edge sets Ẽd and Ẽs. Compared to S2, S3 additionally
takes Ẽs to boost positive pairs for improving recall scores.
Through Ẽs, the proposed method picks more positive pairs
while selecting a few negative pairs. To this end, S3 yields
higher recall scores than S2, especially by a margin of 3.84
on IJB-B.
Efficacy of PCENet: Table 6 shows clustering results on
three datasets when PCENet or LCENet is employed to de-
termine pairwise connectivity of edges in Ẽd. We observe
that PCENet provides more accurate clustering results as
compared with LCENet. Thus, for reliable clustering re-
sults, PCENet is essential, even though LCENet can also
provide pairwise connectivity between neighboring nodes.

To compare two nodes xi and xj , the proposed PCENet

uses all K nearest neighbors of two nodes (Fi and Fj) and
both intra-class and inter-class similarities (Ai,j) as an in-
put. In Table 7, we perform experiments with various input
settings. By comparing M1 and M2, we observe that using
neighbor features without similarity degrades performance.
Also, in M3 and M4, we use only intra-class and inter-class
similarities, respectively. By exploiting both intra-class and
inter-class similarities, the proposed PCENet (M5) yields
the best performance on all test sets in MS-Celeb-1M.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel face clustering method

based on LCENet and PCENet. First, LCENet provides
the local connectivity between neighboring nodes, which
is used for reliable node density computation. Second, the
density-based edge set is constructed based on the reliable
node density. Also, we constructed the similarity-based
edge set to obtain sufficient positive pairs for improving re-
call scores. PCENet predicts the pairwise connectivity pos-
sibility of the selected pairs to determine whether each pair
belong to the same cluster or not. Extensive experiments
demonstrated that the proposed method yields state-of-the-
art clustering performance on face clustering and fashion
clustering datasets.
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